Pristine product finish, uniformity, and longevity define Ground Control System's® finishes. We learned through years of on-site experience that typical finishes must be repainted year after year, either from elemental corrosion or typical wear-and-tear use.

The materials in Ground Control System's® finishes were tried and tested to avoid the costly and frequent upkeep, resulting in finishes that are both attractive and the longest-lasting in the industry.

**HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED FINISH**

- Abrasion-resistant, durable finish
- 98% pure molten zinc and hand-filed to remove “galvanizing flash”
- Non-permeable zinc oxide barrier to prolong the life of the product in outdoor environment
- After 3 years the finish oxidizes, slightly dulling the sheen to build a protective layer that lasts years
- 10 year quality finish for almost no maintenance and top satisfaction

Learn more about warranty information [here](mailto:info@groundcontrolsystems.com)